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North Bar Lake Beach Accessibility Information 

 

Location: At the end of Larahr Rd. From Empire, take M-22 north, left on Voice Rd., right on Bar Lake Rd., left on 

Larahr Rd. 

 

Date Assessed: 7/17/2018 & 10/21/2018 

 

Inclusive universal design concepts to guide the development of site amenities… 

By defining spaces & directing human behavior we protect the environment and enhance accessibility for everyone! 

Accessible route surfaces must be firm & stable…concrete, asphalt, boardwalk, well compacted crushed 

aggregate/fines (NOT woodchips or grass) 

Beach access routes should be at least 6’ wide to accommodate two persons passing 

Accessible routes should have less than 5% running slope with less than 2% cross slope 

Accessible routes should surround all amenities & be at least 4’ wide surrounding the entire element 

Accessible routes should be smooth with no changes of level at edges and connections to entry/exits & into/onto 

site elements/amenities 

So** Slopes between 5% & 8.33% are equal to the slope on a ramp in the built environment 
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Feature 

Barrier 

GPS Distance Photo # Barrier Description: 

(slope, cross slope, width, surface, head clearance, reach range, clear space, 

maneuvering/passing space, operation)  
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Feature 

 

 

145  1 

 

Entry sign 

Feature 

Barrier 

 

146 200’ 2 

 
3 

 

Three accessible parking spaces, no van accessible 

spaces, old signage not accessible verbiage or design 

 

Add at least one van accessible parking space. 

 

No accessible vehicle/boat trailer parking space, add 

one, sign & stripe near the toilet 

Feature 

Barrier 

 

147 145’ 4 

 
5 

 
6 

 

Change of level +1” on to ramp 

 

 

 

 

 

Change of level +3.5” into toilet due to sinking concrete, 

elevate and level entry into toilet 

 

 

 

 

 

Entry slope 33.7% at top of ramp, reduce slope 

Feature 

Barrier 

 

148 28’ 7 

 
 

Not enough clear space in this toilet design, when 

replaced choose a different design that meets current 

ADA clear space requirements 

 

 

Latch requires pinch grasp/wrist twist, replace with 

locking mechanism that is a paddler or lever design that 

is one hand operable with a whole flat hand or fist  



Feature 

Barrier 

GPS Distance Photo # Barrier Description: 

(slope, cross slope, width, surface, head clearance, reach range, clear space, 

maneuvering/passing space, operation)  
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8 

 
9 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Toilet sign is located on the door & does not indicate 

accessible toilet 

 

Relocate to the latch side of the door & centered at 60” 

Feature 

Barrier 

 

149 124’ 10 

 
11 

 

No accessible route from parking, all blocked by trash 

or parking bollards 

 

Relocate the trash out of the accessible route, respace 

wood post bollards to create accessible route space at 

least 36”, but preferable is 60” 

Feature 

Barrier 

 

150 24’ 12 

 
13 

 

Fee spay shelf too high at 46” and clear space blocked 

by fee pipe 

Move the fee pipe to the side of the kiosk to open up 

the appropriate clear space for use of both the writing 

shelf and fee pipe 

 

Kiosk information too high and information is printed 

with too small of a font to be viewable from a seated 

position or viewable for children. Suggest lowering to 

center information at 48” so it is viewable from a seated 

position.  Increase the size of the font used on all 

printed information posted   

Feature 

Barrier 

 

151 28’ 14 

 

Accessible design picnic table 

Wood barrier +2” change of level from walkway to picnic 

table pad, located on inaccessible sand surface, no 

accessible clear space at the accessible table end 



Feature 

Barrier 

GPS Distance Photo # Barrier Description: 

(slope, cross slope, width, surface, head clearance, reach range, clear space, 

maneuvering/passing space, operation)  
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Feature 

Barrier 

 

152 30’ Kiosk near picnic pad Kiosk # 2 information too high and information is 

printed with too small of a font to be viewable from a 

seated position or viewable for children. Suggest 

lowering to center information at 48” so it is viewable 

from a seated position.  Increase the size of the font 

used on all printed information poste 

Barrier 153 22’ 15 

 
16 

 

Route from parking to trail to launch and beach trail 

 

Change of level 1.25” from wood board walk to trail 

surface with cross slope of 5.1%  

 

Level and add a transition plate to eliminate the change 

of level between unitary and loose fill surfacing 

Barrier 154 35’ 17 

 

Route to launch and trail to beach 

Trail running slopes  up to 6.8% 

Regrade to reduce slope 

 155 198’ 18 

 

Route to launch and trail to beach 

Trail running slopes up to 3.1% 

Feature 

Barrier 

 

156 280’ 19 

 

Toilet on route to launch site and beach trail 

Same issues as first toilet, significant change of level 

from loose fill surface to sinking concrete entry pad 

Feature 

Barrier 

 

157 114’ 20 

 

Bench at boat launch has wood boarder that blocks the 

clear space at the end of the bench preventing shoulder 

to shoulder seating 

Remove boarder timbers 



Feature 

Barrier 

GPS Distance Photo # Barrier Description: 

(slope, cross slope, width, surface, head clearance, reach range, clear space, 

maneuvering/passing space, operation)  
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Feature 

Barrier 

 

158 30’ 21 

 

Picnic table at boat launch, minimal clear space, 

obstructed by timber boarder, when table is moved by 

users 

Remove timber boarder barrier 

Feature 

Barrier 

 

159 24’ 22 

 

2” change of level from loose fill surface to unitary 

launch surface, ramp slope too steep at 9.7% 

 

Add transition plate at ramp top to eliminate change of 

level, regrade to reduce ramp slope 

Feature 

Barrier 

 

160 74’ 23 

 
44 

 

Route slopes up to 9.7% 

Launch concrete surface covered by loose sand 

Shore line is sandy and very shallow entry into Bar Lake 

 

Reduce slope, provide accessible beach mat over the 

concrete launch surface and keep free from sand. 

Trail to 

Beach 

New 

GPS 

Track 

  Trail to Lake Michigan beach from Bar Lake boat launch. 

This entire trail is negatively impacting the lake edge 

and bordering dune. Suggest closing, removing wooden 

sand ladder. Then adding a perimeter shore trail made 

of floating dock out to the opening of Bar Lake to Lake 

Michigan. This would make the route accessible to 

everyone and provide SIGNIFICANT environment 

protection to the sensitive dune areas surrounding Bar 

Lake! 

Barrier 220 180’ 24 

 

Loose sand, 4’ wide, encroaching vegetation 

  



Feature 

Barrier 

GPS Distance Photo # Barrier Description: 

(slope, cross slope, width, surface, head clearance, reach range, clear space, 

maneuvering/passing space, operation)  
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Barrier 221 70’ 25 

 

1st Bar Lake access point on trail, no access route to 

waters edge, soft sand surface 

Barrier 222 12’ 26 

 
30 

 

Significant cross trail roots, soft  sand surface, remove 

roots 

 

 

 

 

 

2nd  Bar Lake access point on trail, no access route to 

waters edge, soft sand surface 

Barrier 223 108’ 27 

 
28 

 
29 

 

Newly constructed log steps create significant trail 

route barrier, one step up and 2 steps down 

 

ALL NEW CONSTRUCTION MUST BE ACCESSIBLE 

DESIGN!!!  

 

Remove log steps immediately! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3rd Bar Lake access point on trail, no access route to 

waters edge, soft sand surface 

Barrier 224 48’ 31 

 

Trail narrows to less than 2’ due to encroaching 

vegetation, deep gully and dune grass 



Feature 

Barrier 

GPS Distance Photo # Barrier Description: 

(slope, cross slope, width, surface, head clearance, reach range, clear space, 

maneuvering/passing space, operation)  
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Barrier 225 126’ 32 

 

Steep up slopes along fence line, trail narrows to 18”, 

very loose sand surface, encroaching vegetation, deep 

gully and dune grass 

Barrier 226 145’ 33 

 

Steep up and down slopes along fence line all the way to 

the wooden sand ladder, trail narrowed by fence line, 

encroaching vegetation, deep gully and dune grass 

Barrier 227 147’ 34 

 

Extremely steep up-hill slope on wooden sand ladder, 

changes of level up to 8” per step, soft sand in between 

ladder steps 

Barrier 228 184’ 35 

 
36 

 
37 

 

Extremely steep down-hill slope on wooden sand ladder, 

changes of level up to 8” per step, soft sand in between 

ladder steps 

 

 

 

 

End of wood sand ladder buried under shifting dune sand 

 

 

 

 

 

Trail widens up to 4’ at end of wooden sand ladder, soft 

sand to waters edge 


